Carnivorans

All the words are hidden vertically, horizontally or diagonally—in both directions. The letters that remain unused form a sentence from left to right.

N X O F C E N E F O T A L X
L C A R N I B I N T U R O N G
G O L D E N C A T V O R Y A A
R T A C D E L B R A M L N M T
E D R A P O E L W O N S S U A
G A R J U N G L E C A T C P K
D N R A E B H T O L S H A E R
A O C A R R N I V O E A R R E
B I G R E S M T H E R T A E E
Y L M N P A N I D A V E C G M
E R A A I I S C N A A E A I V
N A R J N D E L O E L H L T E
O C T A G E A T E A T C A R H
H O E C I E D A O N T T H Y A
T O N K S P F W R Y I I E M A
R N J A G U A R O I O N S L Y
E W A L R U S A E L A C T S B
E S O O G N O M A T F M B O O

GOLDEN CAT
HONEY BADGER
HYENA
JACKAL
JAGUAR
JUNGLE CAT
LION
LYNX
MANED WOLF
MARbled CAT
MARTEN
MEERKAT
MONGOOSE
PUMA
RACCOON
SEAL
SERVAL
SLOTH BEAR
SNOW LEOPARD
TIGER
WALRUS

DELETE ONE

Delete one letter from ATTACH LONG SORRY and find something you may consult to see ahead.